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In order to eliminate shortcomings in static fermentation and to achieve increased cellulose
production, agitated and aerated fermentation systems were experimented. Rotating Biological
Fermentor (RBF) is an is aerated and agitated system, which gives continuous oxygen flux to
the fermentation medium thereby increasing the yield of biomass and cellulose synthesized.
This experiment aims to determine the RPM that optimizes BC yield to inform at which speed
the bioreactor would agitate the co culture medium without disrupting the formation of BC or
encouraging BC negative K.Xylinus mutants.

This protocol is based on the study that made the following assumptions:
1. Biofilm substratum is inert
2. Bacteria consume only dissolve oxygen as the source of oxygen
3. For a given microorganism, metabolic reaction rate is depends on one single rate limiting

substrate
4. Even though liquid is prominent in the system, solid biofilm is the main focus on

modeling
5. System is a completely mixed system with batch type reactor
6. Density of the system is assumed to be constant.
7. Cellulose growth and microbial reaction decrease when turbulence flow occurs

Based on the models present in literature, this protocol will be determining the BC yield using
three different (15, 25, and 30) RPM within a bioreactor, which will be simulated in a shaking
incubator.

Methods:

Preparing and measuring liquid K.Xylinus monocultures  BC Yield in shaking incubator:
Primary goal is to prepare liquid K.Xylinus monocultures that can be maintained in a shaking
incubator and the method/tables to measure and record the BC yield.

1. Use the K.Xylinus monoculture with steps 1-5 procedure found in STEP 1: Monoculture
Protocol for K. Xylinus and E.coli. Keep the mono cultures incubated for 48 hours so that
a scoby forms at the top of the air to the media interface.

2. The first batch of liquid K.Xylinus monocultures will be the controls. They will be placed
into an incubator at 30 degrees for 24 hours. Do not agitate these samples. After 24
hours, perform step 6.

3. The second batch of liquid K.Xylinus monocultures will be 15 RPM treatment. Label the
tubes accordingly after step one and place into the shaking incubator at 15 RPM at 30
degrees for 24 hours. After 24 hours, perform step 6.

4. The third batch of liquid K.Xylinus monocultures will be 25 RPM treatment. Label the
tubes accordingly after step one and place into the shaking incubator at 25 RPM at 30
degrees for 24 hours. After 24 hours, perform step 6.



5. The fourth batch of liquid K.Xylinus monocultures will be 30 RPM treatment. Label the
tubes accordingly after step one and place into the shaking incubator at 30 RPM at 30
degrees for 24 hours. After 24 hours, perform step 6.

6. After the control and three treatments of varying RPM agitations have been incubated for
24 hours, take the cultures out of the incubator and perform the Quantifying Wet and Dry
BC Yield Protocol. Use the tables below to record the dry and wet yield of the BC.

Results

Negative Control Treatment: Culture was incubated for 24 hours at 30 degrees without
agitation.
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15 RPM Agitation Treatment: Culture was incubated for 24 hours at 30 degrees in the shaking
incubator going at 15 RPM.
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25 RPM Agitation Treatment: Culture was incubated for 24 hours at 30 degrees in the shaking
incubator going at 15 RPM.
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30 RPM Agitation Treatment: Culture was incubated for 24 hours at 30 degrees in the shaking
incubator going at 15 RPM.
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